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Abstract. Green supply chain has developed rapidly due to the advocacy of ecological civilization, 
and choosing a proper green supplier is a crucial issue. Considering the fuzziness of evaluation 
information and the psychological states of decision makers (DMs) in selecting process, a novel 
TODIM based on prospect theory with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set (q-ROFS) is proposed. The 
novel TODIM concerns both the perceived transformed probability weighting function and the 
differences in risk attitudes. A new distance, which concerns the herd mentality, is carried out to 
measure the perceived difference of the q-ROFS. Besides, a new systematic evaluation index sys-
tem, named as PCEM (Product, Cooperation ability, Environment, Market), has been established. 
A case related to pork supplier companies is presented and fully demonstrates the effectiveness of 
the novel TODIM when compared with the extended one, the intuitionistic fuzzy TODIM, the 
Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM as well as the TOPSIS with q-ROFS. Finally, a series of comparative 
analyses illustrate the advantages of the proposed TODIM.
Keywords: TODIM, prospect theory, q-rung orthopair fuzzy set, green supplier selection.
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Introduction
With public awareness increased, the researches related to environmental management and 
supply chain have emerged. Environmental management was incorporated into the supply 
chain selection system as early as the 1990s (Klassen, 1993). The concept of the green supply 
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chain was also born in that period, and it plays a significant role in the environmentally-
friendly society. Now, environmentally-friendly products are highly promoted by customers 
and governments. In 2017, President Xi put forward the concept of green governance, and 
pointed out that ‘‘Lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets’’. Concerning the 
ecological environment and economic development, the green supply chain takes the lead-
ing role to impel companies to carry out more green plans in the manufacture and delivery 
processes. Choosing the most appropriate green supplier is a critical issue during the green 
supply chain processes. However, all aspects need to be considered, and the evaluation pro-
cess is the heart of this matter. Thus, a group of studies focuses on the evaluation process.
The number of researches exploring the green supplier selection problem has increased 
considerably in recent years. For example, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to 
evaluate the importance of selected criteria and the performance of green suppliers (Tam 
& Tummala, 2001), which contributes to saving the time of decision. Kang et  al. (2012) 
applied the analytic network process (ANP) by considering the interdependencies among 
critical factors in the green supplier selection process, which gives more systematic analysis. 
However, some researchers find that it is difficult to obtain reliable results from these studies 
based on a single model with the increasing complexity of the green supplier selection prob-
lem. Therefore, more complicated models are proposed, such as the modified multiplicative 
AHP (Yu & Hou, 2016), the WASPAS (Yazdani et al., 2016), the fuzzy TOPSIS (Fallahpour 
et al., 2017), the integrated fuzzy AHP-VIKOR (Awasthi et al., 2018), the DEMATEL-ANP 
(Chatterjee et al., 2018).
Although many uncertain aspects of green supplier selection problem have been evalu-
ated and measured properly with the improvement of methodology, however, how to select 
a suitable green supplier is determined by the decision makers (DMs), and the selection re-
sults are largely affected by the feelings of them. Hence, as one of the most important factors 
in the qualitative assessment of green suppliers, the psychological influences of DMs had 
been neglected until some scholars have adopted the TODIM (an acronym for Portuguese 
Interactive and Multimedia Decision Making) to solve this problem in the last few years. It 
is a conventional multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) with the pairwise comparison of 
alternatives based on prospect theory (PT) which reflects the behaviors of DMs by using the 
gains or losses and the transformed weighting function (Gomes & Lima, 1992). Based on 
this point, the results obtained by TODIM are more reliable and reflect more psychological 
influences of DMs on the decision results. Nevertheless, the traditional TODIM only tackles 
the problem with crisp number. It fails to describe the uncertainty of DMs and is also lim-
ited by the difficulty in giving accurate judgments. This dilemma has also been noticed by 
many researchers, and they integrated various fuzzy sets into TODIM. 
Krohling et al. (2013) firstly extended the original TODIM to the intuitionistic fuzzy set 
(IFS) (Atanassov, 1986) which describes evaluation information by a membership function 
and a non-membership function. Moreover, the membership and non-membership degrees 
could be an interval number rather than a crisp number, which is represented by interval-
valued intuitionistic fuzzy set (IV-IFS) (Atanassov & Gargov, 1989). Hence, interval-valued 
intuitionistic fuzzy TODIM was developed (Mishra & Rani, 2018). To effectively address a 
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wider range of evaluation information, the Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS) (Yager, 2013), which 
satisfies the situation that the square sum of its membership degree and non-membership 
degree does not exceed 1, is adopted by many researchers to express the complex fuzzy in-
formation. Thus, Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM is given (Ren et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2019). 
To handle the MCDM problems with hybrid information, Fan and Zhang (Fan et al., 2013) 
proposed an extended TODIM by using three formats of attribute values, including the in-
terval numbers, the triangular fuzzy numbers, and the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, to express 
the gains or losses. 
However, IFS, PFS, and other extensions based on them have a narrow range of ap-
plications because they must meet strict conditions for membership and non-membership 
degrees (P. D. Liu & J. L. Liu, 2018). Besides, they are subject to the situation that the expo-
nentiations of membership and non-membership degrees is one or two. On the contrary, q-
rung orthorpair fuzzy set (q-ROFS) is known as a crucial way to solve these constraints and 
express multifarious information. The constraint is that the sum of q-th power of member-
ship degree and q-th power of non-membership degree does not exceed one (Yager, 2017). 
Apparently, the IFS and PFS are merely special cases of q-ROFS. Therefore, q-ROFS is highly 
and more available to deal with fuzziness and ambiguity of decision-making problems in 
the real world. It can express a wider range of fuzzy information. To most importantly, it is 
more general to express the evaluation information for objectives. Also, the advantages of it 
can offset the outcome of different methods leading to different results. Therefore, this paper 
uses q-ROFS as the basic evaluation information in TODIM.
Although, some previous studies have paid attention to combine TODIM with the 
q-ROFS (Wang & Li, 2018; Xu et al., 2018), seldom of them have considered the different at-
titudes of DMs on gains or losses and the transformed weighting function perceived by DMs 
in the real decision-making situation. In other words, the existing TODIM with q-ROFS is 
not based on the original PT, and we conclude this type of drawbacks as follows: (i) TODIM 
is derived from PT and presents the core idea of PT by the dominance function, whereas, 
most existing researches about TODIM show that the risk attitudes work on the product of 
relative weight and the perceived gains or losses through the square root of the dominance 
function, which does not accord with the classical PT. Actually, in classical PT, the risk at-
titudes only work on the gains or losses according to the value function and do not work on 
the weight information (Tian et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2015). (ii) In the cur-
rent studies about TODIM, the objective probability is used to calculate the relative weight, 
whereas the perceived transformed probability weighting function, which is an essential part 
of PT, is ignored. Hence, in this paper, we are dedicated to adopting the framework of modi-
fied TODIM by Tian et al. (2019), which comprehensively explained the core idea of PT, to 
explore the selection of green supplier problem.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) we construct a novel TODIM with 
q-ROFS which is a more versatile tool to deal with uncertain information. This novel TO-
DIM is based on the classical PT, considering both the perceived transformed probability 
weighting function and the different risk attitudes of DMs. (ii) we have introduced a new 
distance based on the herd mentality to describe the choices of hesitant people. (iii) we 
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use this novel TODIM to solve green supplier selection problems and propose a systematic 
construction of the decision index system named as PCEM (Product, Cooperation ability, 
Environment, Market). This system can be used for various green supplier problems, which 
shows excellent versatility. These findings are critical because their effectiveness is very ben-
eficial in solving complicated MCDM problems, and they also encourage more researchers 
to focus on the psychological factors of this field.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 analyses the common crite-
ria which are of great need in the green supplier selection process and builds a general index 
system named PCEM for green supplier selection. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts 
and algorithms, including the q-ROFS and the classic TODIM, which is the fundamental 
framework of this paper. Section 3 proposes a new distance measurement method, which 
considers herd mentality influence. Also, in this section, the process of novel TODIM with 
q-ROFS is presented. In Section 4, a case study is provided. Section 5 shows the advan-
tages of the proposed method by various comparisons. The conclusions and future works 
are pointed out in last Section.
1. Analysis about decision-making criteria used by the green supplier
For companies, choosing green suppliers is critical, especially when people are increasingly 
concerned about the impacts of the environment. As so many people do not aware that the 
geographic distance will affect the investment option of venture capital (Tian et al. 2020), 
selecting a proper supplier is also a complex procedure, and it requires the DMs to compre-
hensively consider all the aspects. Traditional approaches have considered many criteria in 
green supplier selection problems, such as cost-profitability, economic-environment-society, 
as well as the external-internal criteria standard. To specifically describe the topic of green 
supplier selection, a summary of the ten most cited articles in the ISI Web of Science journal 
in early 2019 has been selected and listed in Table 1.
According to Table 1 and the top-cited literature review on green supplier selection, we 
discover that one of the challenges in the green supplier selection process lies in how to 
establish a suitable and effective index system that is heavily influenced by the purpose of 
selection. For example, Shaw et al. (2012) used indicators of emissions of greenhouse gases 
to stress carbon emission issues in the green supply chain. Hsu and Hu (2009) mentioned 
R&D management as an indicator to emphasize hazardous substance management. Existing 
researches only focus on one specific aspect of green supplier selection issues. That is to say, 
the existing index systems are not universal in this field. Concerning the growing attention 
on environment protection, there is an urgent need to develop a more versatile and more ro-
bust index system. Therefore, in this paper, we are dedicated to establishing a general index 
system named as PCEM (Seen in Table 2) by summarizing indicators widely used in various 
literature (Please refer to Table 1 for the literature). 
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Table 1. The top ten cited articles in green supplier selection in 2019
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Bai and Sarkis (2010a; 2010b)
Lee et al. (2009); Kuo et al. (2010); Zhang et al. 




C1: Management ability 
C2: innovation ability
C3: Technology
Humphreys et al. (2006); Hsu and Hu (2009)
Chiou et al. (2011); Bin and Hong-jun (2010)




E1: Design for Environment
E2: Environmental Competences
E3: Green image
Awasthi et al. (2010); Humphreys et al. (2006)
Grisi et al. (2010); Humphreys et al. (2006)




M2: Green market share
Buyukozkan and Cifci (2011, 2012)
Awasthi et al. (2010); Humphreys et al. (2006)
(1) Product (P)
Product is the primary and most essential part to select a suitable supplier. There is no doubt 
that better products are often more competitive in the market. It contains interest (P1), qual-
ity (P2), and service (P3). Kuo et al. (2010) pointed out the price, quality and service were 
the top three indicators for evaluating a suitable green supplier, because these indicators, 
especially quality and service, can comprehensively reflect the internal value of the product. 
However, according to Bai and Sarkis (2010a, 2010b), supplier of high interest has a bet-
ter chance of achieving higher joint performance. In this paper, interest (P1), calculated by 
the net income divided by unit cost, is used to effectively measure the profitability of the 
company other than the price. Quality (P2) refers to the ability to improve product quality, 
including quality-related certificates and quality management systems. Moreover, according 
to Bala et al. (2008), service (P3) considers the service attitude, after service, as well as the 
willingness to solve conflicts.
(2) Cooperation ability (C)
Trapp and Sarkis (2016) introduced that the choice of supplier was closely related to the co-
operation ability, and it could make a real difference in the strong competence market. Many 
studies take the company management as the cooperation ability. Actually, the management 
ability (C1) is only one aspect of it. It focuses on the effectiveness of procurement manage-
ment and process management. Koplin et al. (2007) found that top-notch suppliers typically 
established a vertical supplier structure to work effectively, and a good supplier chain helped 
substantially mitigate the potential risks. 
Besides, factors such as innovation ability (C2) and technology ability (C3) also need to 
be considered. Innovation ability (C2) is an important aspect to indicate a company’s ability, 
and it usually directly gives rise to the changes of the customers’ choice. Chen et al. (2006) 
pointed out that the innovation process could differentiate products from different com-
panies, and contribute to lower production costs, which is closely related to the competi-
tive advantage of enterprises. In other words, companies with higher innovation capabilities 
tend to be favored. They are generally more likely to upgrade and update their products in a 
greener way, and are more acceptable by customers. As for technology (C3), it refers to the 
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revolution capacity and the degree of automation. Buyukozkan and Cifci (2011) concluded 
it as one of the most essential factors to maintain environment improvements and product 
competence, which is adopted by the majority of the green supplier selection system.
(3) Environment (E)
The environment is the most crucial part of green supplier selection because green products 
often carry environmental labels. Chen et al. (2014) mentioned that environment was the 
key element for the green supply chain. This aspect includes three criteria: environment (E1), 
environmental competences (E2), and green image (E3), respectively. Design for environ-
ment (E1) contains five vital steps, including recycling, reuse, re-manufacture, disassembly, 
and disposal. Superior suppliers consider every step to maximize their benefits and real-
ize sustainable development described by Awasthi et al. (2010). Moreover, environmental 
competence (E2) emphasizes green material and green technology, which helps to make a 
deeper impression on the product. The deeper the company’s impression of environmental 
protection, the greater the product sales will be. However, the green image (E3) is an abstract 
criterion and is usually neglected by customers. Actually, it primarily affects the final choice 
of customers. Hence, it is necessary to be considered.
(4) Market (M)
Awasthi et al. (2010) pointed out that marketing factors would be of great importance. The 
market mainly reflects by financial performance (M1) and green market share (M2). Financial 
performance (M1) shows the financial ability of the supplier. Buyukozkan and Cifci (2011) 
believed that the financial situation and the stability of funds were the most fundamental 
issues for the sustainability of supplier companies. Besides, the green market share (M2) can 
lead to differences between green suppliers, because the green supply chain has a certain 
degree of concentration for customers with green purchasing habits. The crucial role of the 
green market share (M2) in the green supply chain has also been demonstrated by many re-
searchers who take the retention of customers with green purchasing habits as a significant 
factor.
From the above retrospect and explanation, green suppliers pay very close attention to 
four aspects: product, cooperation ability, environment, as well as market. Moreover, PCEM 
obtained from those extensive researches has excellent versatility.
2. Basic concepts and algorithms
In this section, we briefly review the concepts of q-ROFS and classical TODIM. They are the 
fundamental line of this paper and have excellent advantages in handling fuzzy information 
and MCDM problems, respectively.
2.1. Q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
Compared with IFS and PFS, q-ROFS (Yager, 2017) is developed to express a broader range 
of fuzzy information. They all consist of two parts: support (u) and opposition (v). Differ-
ently, in q-ROFS, the sum of the q-th power of the membership degree and the q-th power 
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of the non-membership degree is no more than one, while, in IFS and PFS, q = 1 and q = 
2 respectively. Obviously, q-ROFS is a more general one. In other words, IFS and PFS are 
just special cases of q-ROFS. Hence, in this paper, we use q-ROFS to express the evaluation 
information.
A q-ROFS, in a finite universe of discourse X, is given by
 { , ( ), ( ) }A A AA x x x x X= < m n > ∈ , (1)
where ( ) [0,1]A xm ∈  denotes the degree of membership and ( ) [0,1]A xn ∈  means the degree of 
non-membership of the element x X∈  belonging to the set A, respectively, with the condi-
tion that 0 ( ) ( ) 1q qA Ax x≤ m + n ≤ . ( ( ), ( ))x xa aa = m n  is called q-rung orthopair fuzzy number 
(q-ROFN). The degree of hesitancy is ( ) 1 ( ( )) ( ( ))q q qA A Ax x xπ = − m − n . According to (1), 
a q-ROFS can easily degenerate into IFS or PFS by setting the q = 1 and q = 2 respectively. 
To compare the difference between two q-ROFNs ( , )A A Aa = m n  and ( , )B B Ba = m n , 
score function ( )iS a  and accuracy function ( )iH a  are presented as:
 ( )
q q
i i iS a = m −n ;  (2)
 ( )
q q
i i iH a = m + n .  (3)
According to the equations above, we can select a reasonable result by the following 
comparison equations:
(1) If ( )( )A BS Sa > a , then A Ba > a ;
(2) If ( )( )A BS Sa < a , then A Ba > a ;
(3) If ( )( )A BS Sa = a , then
1) If A BH H> , then A Ba > a ;
2) If A BH H< , then A Ba < a ;
3) If A BH H= , then A Ba = a .
2.2. Classical TODIM
Let 1 2{ , , , }nA a a a=   be a finite set of alternatives, 1 2{ , , , }mC c c c=   be a finite set of criteria, 






w =∑ ) be the weighting vector of criteria, and decision matrix be 
the ij n m
X x
×
 =   . Then, the procedure of classical TODIM (Gomes & Lima, 1991) is shown 
as follows:
Step 1: Normalize the decision matrix ij n mX x ×
 =    into ij n m
V v
×
 =   , according to the cost 
criterion and benefit criterion, i N∈ , j M∈ :
 , is benefit criterion









Step 2: Obtain the relative weight wjr of criterion  ( 1,2, , )jc j m=  :







where max{ 1,2, , }r j j mw = w =  . wj and wr are the original weights of criteria cj and cr cor-
respondingly, and cr is the reference criterion.
Step 3: Calculate the relative dominance degree of each alternative ai over the rest of the 






( , ) 0 if .
























   
(6)
The parameter q denotes the attenuation factor of the losses.
Step 4: Acquire the dominance degree ( , )i ka ad , which is affected by the sum up of the 
alternative ai over the rest of the alternative ak( 1,2, , , )k n k i= ≠ :
 
1
( , ) ( , )
m
i k j i k
j
a a a a
=
d = F∑ .  (7)






( , ) min ( , )
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max ( , ) min { ( , )}
n n
i k i i kk k
i n n
i i k i i kk k
a a a a
a









Step 6: Rank the alternatives according to the overall dominance degree of each alternative 
( )iaη . The bigger the ( )iaη  is, the better the alternative ai will be:
 ' ( ) ( )i ii ia a a a ′⇔ η > η .  (9)
3. Novel TODIM with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
Information fusion is an essential part in the decision-making process. In addition, distance 
is an important way to integrate fuzzy information. Firstly, in this section, we will propose a 
new distance by considering the influence of herd mentality. Then, the novel TODIM with 
q-ROFS is constructed. Finally, an extension of classical TODIM with q-ROFS is presented 
here. 
3.1. Limitations of the existing distance measure 
Existing distance measures can be divided into two groups. The first group only considers the 
influence of support (m) and opposition (n). For example, the measurement of normalized 
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Hamming distance 1
1
1( , ) ( )
2
n




= m −m + n − n∑  only covers membership (m) and 
non-membership (n). Moreover, the second group includes the degree of hesitancy, such as 
the advanced Euclidean distance 2 2 22
1
1( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
n




 = m −m + n − n + π − π ∑  
(Szmidt & Kacprzyk, 2000). Du and Hu (2017) concluded that the ranking of orthopairs may 
differ from the distance equation. With the escalation complexity of decision-making infor-
mation, the influence of psychological factors on the decision-making process can no longer 
be ignored in modern society when people make his/her choice with hesitation. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to combine the psychology of DM with distance, and we also offer a new 
perspective for distance measure.
3.2. New perspective of distance measure
Peng et al. (2018) introduced the herd mentality in score function. However, the distance is 
instrumental to the comparison of fuzzy information. The accuracy of distance measurement 
has a profound effect on the relative dominance (F) which may directly change the final 
choice. In addition, distance is greatly influenced by such a herd mentality. That is, people 
often hesitate and change their minds in the process of decision making. For example, when a 
DM is hesitant, his/her decision may be vacillated by the value of the support (m) and opposi-
tion (n). Therefore, a new distance measure is first proposed to consider the herd mentality 








, and then 
the influence of herd mentality is described (Peng et al., 2018).
Let ( , )A A Aa = m n  and ( , )B B Ba = m n  be two q-ROFNs, and 1 2{ , , , }nX x x x=   be a 
universe of discourse. The new distance measure ( )Rd ⋅  between A and B is given by:
 1/1 1 1( , ) ( ( ) ) ;
3 3 3
P P A B P P
R A B A B A B
A B
d A B ′ ′
n − n
= m −m + n − n + π − π
m −m
   (10)













π ′ = − − m − n
+
.  (11)
where p ≥ 1.
When p = 1, it is the Hamming distance between A and B, that is,
                 
1 1( , ) ( ( ) )
2 2
A B
H A B A B A B
A B
d A B ′ ′
n − n
= m −m + n − n + π − π
m −m
;
                 









π ′ = − − m − n
+
.
When p = 2, it is the Euclidean distance between A and B, that is,
                
2 2 2 1/21 1( , ) ( ( ) ) ;
2 2
A B
E A B A B A B
A B
d A B ′ ′
n − n
= m −m + n − n + π − π
m −m  
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2 2
2 2










π ′ = − − m − n
+
.
Proposition. Let ( , )Rd A B  be the novel distance between two q-ROFs ( , )A A A
+ −=  and 
( , )B B B+ −= . Then, there are:
0 ( , ) 1Rd A B≤ ≤ ;
( , ) 0Rd A B = , iff A = B;
( , ) ( , )R Rd A B d B A= ;
( , ) ( , ) ( , )R R Rd A C d A B d B C≤ + ;
For ,C C C+ −=< > , if A B C≤ ≤ , then ( , ) ( , ) ( , )R R Rd A C d A B d B C≥ ∨ .
3.3. Procedure of novel TODIM with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
Let 1 2( , , , )nA a a a=   be a finite set of alternatives, 1 2{ , , , }mC c c c=   be the criteria, and 






w =∑  be the weighting vector of the corresponding criterion. Then, 
the decision matrix ij n m
X x
×
 =    satisfies the characteristic of the q-ROFS, where xij denotes 
the evaluation information of alternative ai over cj. After that, the procedure of q-rung or-
thopair fuzzy TODIM is described step by step as follows:
Step 1: Obtain the normalized decision matrix ( )ij n mP p ×=  according to (4). 
Step 2: Work out the weighting value ξ(wj) according to the following equation, and the 






( ) , 0
(( ) (1 ) )
( )
( )
( ) , 0
















ξ w = − ≥

w + −w
ξ w =  wξ w = − <
 w + −w
,  (12)
where wj is the weight of cj; both g and d are the parameters describing the curvature of the 
weighting function, and they represent the differences in sensitivity reduction in the domain 
of gains and losses, respectively.
Step 3: Determine the relative weight *( )jrξ w  for ai over ak:
 *
( )





r j M i k
ξ w
ξ w = ∈ ∀
ξ w
,  (13)
where wj and wr are the original weights of criteria cj and cr correspondingly. ( )jξ w  and 
( )rξ w  represent the transformed weight calculated by (12), where ( ) max{ ( ) }r j j Mξ w = ξ w ∈ .
Step 4: Get the relative dominance of ai over ak under the criterion cj by (14):








( ( , ))
if
( , ) 0  if





























where parameter l denotes the attenuation factor of the losses and l > 0. ( , )ij kjd p p  is the 
distance of pij and pkj, which is calculated by (10). 
Step 5: Acquire the dominance degree ( , )i ka ad  determined by the relative dominance de-
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=
d = F∑ .  (15)
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n n
i k i i kk k
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Step 7: Rank the alternatives according to the overall dominance degree of each alternative 
( )iaη  and find the optimal one:
 * *' '( ) ( )i i i ia a a a⇔η > η .  (17)
The bigger the *( )iaη  is, the better the alternative ai will be.
However, if there is * *( ) ( )i ia a ′η = η , we should judge again by using the degree of hesi-


















( ) ( )
n n
ij i jj j
p p ′= =π′ > π′∑ ∑ , then i ia a ′ ;
(2) If 
1 1
( ) ( )
n n
ij i jj j
p p ′= =π′ < π′∑ ∑ , then i ia a ′ ;
(3) If 
1 1
( ) ( )
n n
ij i jj j
p p ′= =π′ = π′∑ ∑ , then i ia a ′≈ .
3.4. Procedure of extended TODIM with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
To show the advantages of the novel TODIM in Section 3.3, we also propose the extended 
TODIM with q-ROFS.
Step 1: Get the decision matrix ij n mX x ×






w =∑ ), where 
xij denotes the evaluation information of ai over cj, which satisfies the characteristic of q-
ROFS, and wj is the weighting vector of criterion cj. Then, normalize the fuzzy decision 
matrix into ( )ij n mP p ×=  based on (4). 
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where max{ 1,2, , }r j j mw = w =  .
Step 3: Obtain the new distance of pij over pkj according to (10) and (11), and calculate the 
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The parameter q denotes the attenuation factor of the losses. 
Step 4: Calculate the dominance degree ( , )i ka ad′  according to (15).
Step 5: Obtain the overall dominance degree, ( )iaη′  on the basis of (16). 
Step 6: Rank the alternatives according to the overall dominance degree of each alternative 
( )iaη′ . The bigger the ( )iaη′  is, the better the alternative ai will be, that is:
 ( ) ( )i i i ia a a a′ ′⇔ η′ > η′ .  (20)
4. Case study
This section conducts a case with pork supplier companies, and the effectiveness of the novel 
TODIM is fully proved by comparing it with the extended TODIM and extended TOPSIS. 
Besides, the case is also applied to IFS and PFS to show the advantages of q-ROFS.
4.1. Background information about the case
Food safety is a worldwide everlasting topic, and the food supply chain is widely regarded 
as a vital part of it. Recently, the pork supply chain draws great attention of governments 
due to the African swine fever (ASF). China is the largest producer of pigs and pork in the 
world, with about 680 million pigs, and its pork production accounts for more than half of 
the global production. Since the ASF swept through China, it has reportedly appeared in 
four northeastern provinces, covering an area of several thousand square kilometers, and 430 
million pigs were infected since August 21, 2018, according to Science magazine.
The rapid spread of ASF is attributed to China’s special hog breeding patterns. Many 
pigs are raised by small farms that lack basic bio-safety facilities and measures. Moreover, 
hormones and pesticides are used inappropriately. Various unqualified feeding proce-
dures can cause residues in pigs. Most importantly, the bad pattern has seriously affected 
the green ecological environment of the breeding grounds. Consequently, how to develop 
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the green supply chain for the pig industry and to realize food safety and environmentally 
friendly is a win-win topic. Four hog companies are selected to do more detailed inves-
tigations based on the systematic evaluation criteria of green suppliers in section 2, in-
cluding Texong A1, Lonshi A2, Betensh A3, Ulela A4. The calculated weights of criteria are 
1 2 11 0.1965 0.1189, 0.12 }97, 0.0982, 0.0 7{ , , , } { , 472, 0.0483, 0.054 , 0.0689, 0.0352, 0.1043,0.0981w= w w w =
1 2 11 0.1965 0.1189, 0.12 }97, 0.0982, 0.0 7{ , , , } { , 472, 0.0483, 0.054 , 0.0689, 0.0352, 0.1043,0.0981w= w w w = .
4.2. Screening process by the novel TODIM with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
Step 1: After discreet discussion, evaluation information of the four green suppliers is given, 
and we identify every xij by judging whether it belongs to the cost criterion and get the cor-
responding normalized pij in Table 3.
Table 3. Evaluation matrix
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
A1 (0.82,0.02) (0.04,0.17) (0.55,0.30) (0.74,0.19) (0.69,0.18) (0.37,0.63) (0.78,0.08) (0.49,0.44) (0.45,0.31) (0.21,0.30) (0.47,0.23)
A2 (0.23,0,17) (0.23,0.44) (0.43,0.18) (0.44,0.11) (0.26,0.41) (0.59,0.26) (0.22,0.12) (0.30,0.32) (0.42,0.51) (0.09,0.26) (0.80,0.03)
A3 (0.24,0.46) (0.52,0.23) (0.04,0.89) (0.10,0.26) (0.14,0.72) (0.11,0.65) (0.70,0.20) (0.03,0.74) (0.50,0.48) (0.18,0.24) (0.89,0.03)
A4 (0.49,0.17) (0.50,0.47) (0.06,0.68) (0.04,0.07) (0.52,0.10) (0.72,0.15) (0.08,0.13) (0.17,0.39) (0.06,0.40) (0.53,0.42) (0.29,0.43)
Step 2: The transformed probability weight is calculated according to (12), and it shows in 
Table 4. Based on the transformed probability weight in Table 4, the relative weight *( )jrξ w  
is calculated by (13), and it reflects the relative values of each transformed weight value.
Table 4. Transformed probability weights
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
+( )ξ w  0.259 0.203 0.211 0.185 0.128 0.129 0.138 0.155 0.110 0.190 0.185
( )−ξ w  0.253 0.189 0.199 0.168 0.108 0.109 0.118 0.136 0.090 0.176 0.168
Note: Here g = 0.61 , d = 0.69 in (12). The values of them are from the experiment conducted by Tversky 
and Kahneman (1992), and they are used by numerous researchers.
Step 3: The results of the hesitant degree of each position according to (11) are exhibited 
in Table 5. Then, the new distance between pij and pkj based on (10) are measured. Here, 
we just present the result of D(c1) regarding c1.
Table 5. Hesitate degree of possibility index pij 
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
*
1( )Aπ 0.060 0.001 0.028 0.058 0.053 0.035 0.061 0.006 0.0135 0.004 0.0202
*
2( )Aπ 0.0018 0.017 0.017 0.019 0.012 0.036 0.002 0.001 0.012 0.004 0.061
*
3( )Aπ 0.019 0.027 0.050 0.004 0.057 0.049 0.054 0.059 0.003 0.002 0.050
*
4( )Aπ 0.025 0.0040 0.053 7E-05 0.030 0.057 0.0004 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.012
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Step 4: The relative dominance degree of the alternative A1 over the others for each crite-
rion is determined by (14), shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Relative dominance of alternative A1
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
*
1 2( , )a aF 0.041 0.021 0.013 0.016 0.018 –8.480 0.018 0.011 0.006 –1.674 –5.187
*
1 3( , )a aF 0.054 –4.538 0.047 0.028 0.028 0.009 0.007 0.025 0.007 –1.054 –5.835
*
1 4( , )a aF 0.028 –6.111 0.038 0.032 0.008 –11.772 0.022 0.013 0.012 –4.109 0.016
Note: Here a = 0.88, b = 0.69, l = 2.25 in (14). The values of them are from the experiment conducted 
by Tversky and Kahneman (1992), and they are used by many researchers. The distance parameter p 
is 1, and q is 3.
Step 5: The dominance degrees of the alternative Ai over the others from (15) are shown 
in Table 7.
Table 7. Prospect dominance degree of A1
*
1 2( , )a ad  
*
1 3( , )a ad  
*
1 4( , )a ad  
–15.1970 –11.2232 –21.8236
Step 6: The overall dominance of each alternative is calculated by (16), and the results are exhibited 
in Table 8. 









1.0000 0.6987 0.0000 0.3847
Step 7: It is known that there is * * * *1 2 4 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A A A Aη > η > η > η , then, 1 2 4 3A A A A    . 
The alternative A1 is recognized as the best option among the four green suppliers, whereas, 
A3 is regarded as the worst one.
4.3. Screening process by the extended TODIM with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
Step 1: The decision-making matrix ( )ij n mX x ×=  is transformed into the evaluation matrix 
( )ij n mP p ×=  in the same way shown in Table 3.
Step 2: The relative weight of each criterion is calculated by (18), and it is shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Relative weights
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
wjr 1.000 0.605 0.660 0.500 0.240 0.246 0.278 0.351 0.179 0.531 0.499
Step 3: Under each criterion, the relative dominance of the alternative Ai over the others 
is determined by (19), and the results are exhibited in Table 10.
Table 10. Relative dominance for each criterion
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
1 2( , )a aF′ 0.222 0.138 0.104 0.113 0.105 –0.984 0.105 0.085 0.068 –0.318 –0.610
1 3( , )a aF′  0.266 –0.549 0.227 0.153 0.137 0.067 0.062 0.136 0.055 –0.244 –0.652
1 4( , )a aF′ 0.180 –0.650 0.2001 0.1645 0.064 –1.142 0.117 0.093 0.076 –0.531 0.117
Note: Here q = 0.69 in (19). The value is from the experiment conducted by Tversky and Kahneman 
(1992), and is used by most researchers.
Step 4: The dominance degree of alternative Ai over the others is calculated by (15), and 
it is shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Prospect dominance degree of A1 
1 2( , )a ad′  1 3( , )a ad′  1 4( , )a ad′  
–0.9710 –0.3422 –1.3108
Step 5: The overall dominance of each alternative is calculated by (16), and the result is 
exhibited in Table 12. 
Table 12. Overall dominance
1( )Aη′  2( )Aη′  3( )Aη′  4( )Aη′  
1.0000 0.5242 0.0000 0.3282
Step 6: It is known that there is 1 2 4 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A A A Aη′ > η′ > η′ > η′ , so 1 2 4 3A A A A   . 
The alternative A1 is recognized as the best option among the four green suppliers, whereas, 
A3 is regarded as the worst one.
4.4. Screening process by the novel TODIM  
with intuitionistic/Pythagorean fuzzy set 
In this section, we show the results of the novel TODIM with IFS and PFS separately. Consid-
ering the IFS and PFS are the special cases of q-ROFS, the detailed steps can refer to Section 
4.2, and the results are shown in Table 13.
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Table 13. Overall dominance with IFS/PFS
Fuzzy environment * 1( )Aη  
*
2( )Aη  
*
3( )Aη  
*
4( )Aη  
IFS (p = 1) 1.0000 0.6849 0.0000 0.3705
PFS (p = 2) 1.0000 0.6721 0.0000 0.3796
Note: Here, a = 0.88, b = 0.69, and l = 2.25.
According to Table 13, the ranking results of novel TODIM with both IFS and PFS are 
* * * *
1 2 4 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A A A Aη > η > η > η , that is, 1 2 4 3A A A A   . The alternative A1 is con-
sidered to be the best choice among the four green suppliers, however, A3 is the worst one 
with both IFS and PFS.
4.5. Screening process by the extended TODIM  
with intuitionistic/Pythagorean fuzzy set
In this section, we combine the extended TODIM with IFS and PFS. The basic steps are 
detailly depicted in Section 4.3. Here are the results in Table 14.
Table 14. Overall dominance with IFS/PFS
1( )Aη′  2( )Aη′  3( )Aη′  4( )Aη′  
IFS (p = 1) 1.0000 0.5091 0.0000 0.3165
PFS (p = 2) 1.0000 0.4853 0.0000 0.3273
Note: Here, a = 0.88, b = 0.69, and l= 2.25.
The ranking results obtained from extended TODIM with IFS and with PFS are the 
same. That is 1 2 4 3'( ) '( ) '( ) '( )A A A Aη > η > η > η , so 1 2 4 3A A A A   . The alternative A1 is 
recognized as the best option among the four green suppliers, whereas, A3 is regarded as the 
worst one both in the two different fuzzy environments.
4.6. Screening process by the extended TOPSIS with q-rung orthopair fuzzy set
To demonstrate the advantages of novel TODIM, the extension of TOPSIS with q-ROFS is 
proposed in this section. The classical TOPSIS proposed by Hwang and Yoon (1981) argues 
that the chosen alternative should be the one with the shortest distance to the positive-ideal 
solution and with the farthest distance to the negative ideal solution. The procedure of TOP-
SIS with q-ROFS is shown below.
Step 1: The original decision matrix ( )ij n mX x ×=  is the same as Table 3. Since information 
represented by q-ROFN has no measurement units and scales, the normalized decision 
matrix is also the same as Table 3. The calculated weight is shown in section 4.1.
Step 2: Calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix. The weighted normalized eval-
uation matrix ij n mK k ×
 =    is determined by (21), and the results are shown in Table 15.
 ,ij j ij ij ijn m
K k w x u v
×
 = = × =< >  , 1,2, ,i n=  , 1,2, ,j m=  .  (21)
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Table 15. The weighted normalized decision matrix
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
A1 (0.161,0.004) (0.005,0.020) (0.071,0.039) (0.073,0.019) (0.033,0.008) (0.018,0.030) (0.043,0.004) (0.034,0.030) (0.016,0.011) (0.022,0.031) (0.046,0.023)
A2 (0.045,0,033) (0.027,0.052) (0.056,0.023) (0.043,0.011) (0.012,0.019) (0.028,0.012) (0.012,0.007) (0.021,0.022) (0.015,0.018) (0.009,0.027) (0.078,0.003)
A3 (0.047,0.090) (0.062,0.027) (0.005,0.115) (0.010,0.026) (0.007,0.034) (0.005,0.031) (0.038,0.011) (0.002,0.051) (0.018,0.017) (0.019,0.025) (0.087,0.003)
A4 (0.096,0.033) (0.059,0.056) (0.008,0.088) (0.004,0.007) (0.025,0.005) (0.035,0.007) (0.004,0.007) (0.012,0.027) (0.002,0.014) (0.055,0.044) (0.028,0.042)
Step 3: Get the positive ideal solution A+ and the negative ideal solution A– according to 
(22) and (23) (Dagdeviren et al., 2009), where J1 is associated with the benefit criterion, 
and J2 is associated with the cost criterion. The comparison between kij and ki′j ( 1,2, ,i n′ =   , 
i i≠ ′) is determined by (2) and (3). The results are presented in Table 16. 
 { }1 2 1 2, , , (max ),(min ) 1,2, ,j ij ijiiA k k k k j J k j J i n+ + + +
 




 { }1 2 1 2, , , (min ),(max ) 1,2, ,j ij iji iA k k k k j J k j J i n− − − −
 
= = ∈ ∈ = 
 
  .  (23)
Table 16. The positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution 
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
A+ (0.161,0.004) (0.062,0.027) (0.071,0.039) (0.073,0.019) (0.033,0.008) (0.035,0.007) (0.043,0.004) (0.034,0.030) (0.016,0.011) (0.055,0.044) (0.087,0.003)
A– (0.047,0.090) (0.027,0.052) (0.005,0.115) (0.010,0.026) (0.007,0.034) (0.005,0.031) (0.004,0.007) (0.002,0.051) (0.002,0.014) (0.009,0.027) (0.028,0.042)
Step 4: Obtain the separation measures of each alternative from the proposed distance  (24) 
and (25), where the hesitant degree is determined by (11). iD+  represents the distance of 
alternative Ai to the positive ideal solution and iD−  is the distance to the negative ideal 
solution. The results are shown in Table 17.
 1/
1 1 1( , ) ( ( ) )
3 3 3
m m m mP P ij i P P
i ij i ij i ij i ij i
ij ij j j j
D d k k
+
+ + + + ′ +′
+
n − n
= = m −m + n − n + π − π
m −m∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ; 
 (24)
 1/
1 1 1( , ) ( ( ( ) )
3 3 3
m m m mP P ij i P P
i ij i ij i ij i ij i
ij ij j j j
D d k k
−
− − − − ′ −′
−
n − n
= = m −m + n − n + π − π
m −m∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . 
 (25)
Table 17. Separation measures of each alternative
A1 A2 A3 A4 
iD+  0.0704 0.1500 0.2151 0.1710
iD−  0.2326 0.1595 0.0751 0.1319
Step 5: Acquire the relative closeness coefficient by (26). Then, they are presented in Table 18.
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Table 18. Ranking results obtained from TOPSIS
Distance type A1 A2 A3 A4 
( )* 1iC p = 0.7678 0.5154 0.2587 0.4355
( )* 2iC p =  0.8492 0.5115 0.1685 0.3659
According to the results in Table 18, the rank of alternatives are: 1 2 4 3A A A A   . 
Then, A1 is the best supplier selected by q-rung orthopair fuzzy TOPSIS, while A3 is the last 
choice among the four green suppliers.
5. Comparative analysis
To evaluate the performance of the novel TODIM, this section presents the sample analysis, 
sensitivity analysis, and simulation analysis. The effectiveness of the novel TODIM is well 
explained through these three perspectives.
5.1. A sample analysis
With different fuzzy sets, the overall dominance and the relative closeness coefficients derived 
from the extensions of corresponding classical/novel TODIM and TOPSIS are separately 
shown in Table 19. Then, a comparative analysis is provided in this section.
Table 19. The results of 14 combinations
Method The extension of classical TODIM The novel TODIM The extension of TOPSIS
Fuzzy sets
q = 1  
(IFS)




q = 1  
(IFS)




q = 1  
(IFS)




Distance types p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2 p = 1 p = 2
1( )Aη 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.771 0.783 0.769 0.844 0.768 0.849 
2( )Aη 0.509 0.452 0.485 0.424 0.524 0.473 0.684 0.624 0.672 0.605 0.699 0.634 0.612 0.675 0.533 0.566 0.515 0.511 
3( )Aη 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.255 0.257 0.258 0.178 0.259 0.169 
4( )Aη 0.316 0.247 0.327 0.248 0.328 0.256 0.371 0.267 0.380 0.268 0.385 0.273 0.441 0.409 0.439 0.404 0.435 0.366 
2 4( ( ) ( ))A A∆ η −η 0.193 0.204 0.158 0.175 0.196 0.216 0.314 0.357 0.292 0.337 0.314 0.360 0.171 0.266 0.094 0.162 0.080 0.146 
All 18 different types of combinations haves concluded that A1 is the best choice and 
A3 is the last one. As for the comparison of extended TODIM and novel TODIM, we can 
conclude that with the same fuzzy set and the same type of distance, the overall dominances 
of A2 and A4 derived from the novel TODIM have greater values than the extended one. 
Besides, the difference of overall dominance between A2 and A4 derived by the novel TO-
DIM is larger than the extended ones with the same fuzzy set and the same type of distance. 
Therefore, it indicates that the novel TODIM is better at distinguishing the intermediaries 
(A2 and A4) in decision-making process, especially when these two companies are similar 
to each other.
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As for the comparison of the novel TODIM and the extended TOPSIS, the relative close-
ness coefficients between A2 and A4 obtained from the extended TOPSIS is significantly 
smaller than the dominance degree between A2 and A4 obtained from the novel TODIM. 
More than this, as for the ranking results of A2 and A4 under IFS, the results of adopting 
the extended TOPSIS are completely different from those of taking novel TODIM, which 
indicates that the extended TOPSIS is difficult to make a decision when faced with two 
similar companies under IFS. Also, the extended TOPSIS has not made the same choice 
as the novel TODIM when the information set is not complicated enough to cover a wider 
range of information. In this case, the extended TOPSIS has not reached a consistent choice 
with the novel TODIM until it is expanded to the PFS. Only with the increasing information 
of messages, the extended TOPSIS gradually has the ability to distinguish two intermedi-
ary companies. In contrast, the novel TODIM has this off-key ability incipiently when the 
amount of information is trivial, which greatly illustrates that the novel TODIM not only 
has the superior ability in solving the fuzziness of two middle choices but also makes con-
sistent choices with tiny informativeness. Meanwhile, we can find that for a specific method 
with the same type of distance, the overall dominance degrees or the relative closeness coef-
ficients required from TODIM or TOPSIS methods have larger values with the increasing 
complexity information.
5.2. Sensitivity analysis 
l is the only parameter that exists in both the novel TODIM (seen in (14)) and the extended 
TODIM (seen in (19)). It can be a powerful implement to test the stability of those two 
models by observing the fluctuation of results with the change of this parameter in those two 
methods. Then, the advantages of the novel TODIM are thoroughly examined by analyzing 
the effect of the parameter change on the results. Therefore, in this section, we conduct 1000 
sensitivity tests by using the same example in section 4.2. 
By adding one-thousand-th to the value of l each time in a certain range (1.25 < l 
≤ 2.25), the sensitivity results with the novel TODIM and with the extended TODIM are 
obtained respectively. Besides, no matter how the parameter l changes, the alternatives A1 
and A3 remain to be the best and the last option all the time. Moreover, with different values 
of the parameter l, the overall dominance degrees ( )iaη  of A1 and A3 are correspondingly 
fixed to be 1 and 0, which is determined by the characteristic of TODIM itself. Hence, to 
show the robustness of novel TODIM when compared with extended one, we present an 
overall sensitivity analysis by integrating the IFS, PFS, and q-ROFS into these two methods, 
respectively, which aims to observe the changes of overall dominance degrees of intermedi-
ary alternatives A2 and A4. The graphs of the change trend of both the overall dominance 
degrees of A2 and A4 are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
From both Figure 1 and Figure 2, the direct evidence has shown the robustness of the 
proposed novel TODIM because the overall dominance degrees obtained from the novel 
TODIM changes in a more stable trend than those from the extended one. As for alterna-
tives A2 and A4, the slopes with the same method when varying the fuzzy set among IFS, 
PFS and q-ROFS have almost no difference. For example, the slope of the novel TODIM 
keeps nearly a straight line with the change of fuzzy sets. On the other hand, by comparing 
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the slopes of the extended TODIM with the ones of the novel TODIM under the same fuzzy 
set, it is easy to observe that the novel TODIM is more stable. That is, the choice of methods 
rather than the selection of information fuzzy set is proved to be the factor that influences 
the robustness of results. This promises the reasonableness of sensitivity outcomes. Also, the 
comparison shows the advantages of the novel TODIM.
Figure 1. The sensitivity analysis results of A2 (1.25 < l ≤ 2.25)
Figure 2. The sensitivity analysis results of A4 (1.25 < l ≤ 2.25)
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To illustrate the results numerically, we calculate the standard deviation of the results de-
rived by the novel TODIM and the extended TODIM with q-ROFS. The result of the novel 
method is remarkably lower than the extended one (0.000189/0.003092; 0.000038/0.000628). 
The standard deviation of the two methods differs by a factor of ten. That is also why the 
straight lines obtained by the novel method look flat when drawn at the same scale in Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2, while the results of the extended method look like steep straight lines. 
Apparently, this is a strong proof of the stability of the novel TODIM. Subsequently, we 
conclude that the novel TODIM outperforms the extended one.
Moreover, the overall dominance degrees vary a lot with different fuzzy sets. More com-
plicated fuzzy sets like q-ROFS promise a bigger value of overall dominance degree than 
those simple sets, which strongly proves that the fuzzy sets play a role in determining the 
results. Furthermore, the 1000 sets of sensitivity analysis tests generated in this section fur-
ther demonstrate two conclusions from a sample analysis: (i) Compared to extended TO-
DIM, the overall dominance degrees obtained by the novel TODIM have greater values; (ii) 
Apart from that, the difference of overall dominance degrees between A2 and A4 derived 
by extended TODIM is smaller than the one by the novel TODIM with the same type of 
distance and the same fuzzy set. The latter one also shows the advantages of novel TODIM, 
which is based on the fact that the more significant difference between A2 and A4, the better 
distinguish between the intermediate companies will be. These differences mainly lie in the 
disparate dominance function in the proposed novel TODIM and the extended TODIM. 
The novel TODIM aligns with the original idea of PT by adjusting the different risk attitudes 
for the gains or losses and by considering the transformed weighting function. Thereby, the 
novel TODIM is more reasonable in reality.
5.3. Simulation analysis
Since the illustration of one sample in section 5.1 is not convincing enough, multi-sample 
simulation analysis is carried out to testify further the logic connection among the research 
objects, which also proves the advantages of novel TODIM by comparing it with the exten-
sion of classical TODIM. Firstly, 1000 sets of random numbers are generated to represent 
the original evaluation information, and there is 0 ( ) ( ) 1x x≤ m + n ≤ . Then, six experiments 
are formed by calculating the coincident quantities. For example, experiment (1) presents 
the overlaps selection results by applying the novel TODIM proposed in section 4.3 (q = 3 
q-ROFS) and the extended one proposed in section 4.4 (q = 1 IFS). Based on this, the other 
five experiments are also carried out. The results are shown in Table 20. All of them are 
further divided into various experimental groups, such as experimental group (1) and (2) 
which can be abbreviated as (1,2), and similarly to (3,4) (5,6) (1,3,5) (2,4,6). It is a convenient 
way to prove the effectiveness and the prominent advantages of integrating q-ROFS into the 
MCDM process.
From the experimental group (1, 2), we can get that, when fixed the second fuzzy infor-
mation like q-ROFS (q = 3), the result based on IFS (q = 1) has a lower degree of overlap 
than that based on PFS (q = 2). This is mainly because the closer of the two kinds of fuzzy 
information is, the more similar the evaluation results will be. Complicated fuzzy informa-
tion (q = 2) can cover a wider range of information than the simple one (q = 1). Therefore, 
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when comparing with q-ROFS (q = 3), the degree of coincidence of the former one (q = 2) 
is bigger than the later one (q = 1). In other words, we will get a bigger number of matches 
when two fuzzy sets are more contiguous. Furthermore, experimental groups containing (3, 
4) and (5, 6) also get the same conclusion.
The above conclusion can also be obtained from the other experimental groups, including 
(1,3,5) and (2,4,6), which fix the first fuzzy set and change the other comparative fuzzy set. 
Taking the experiment group (1,3,5) as an example, which keeps the former fuzzy set un-
changed as IFS (q = 1), it shows a pattern that the number of coincidences decreases when 
the other fuzzy set is more complicated. The reason for this phenomenon mainly lies in that 
a more complicated fuzzy set is better at handling the larger amount of information. Also, 
it is capable of refining and processing information acquired from the real world. Therefore, 
the number of matches decreases.
From the above analysis about the different fuzzy sets, it can be seen that no matter 
which method is adopted, the comparison results about the fuzzy sets are consistent. How-
ever, regarding the coincidence numbers, the results of the novel TODIM are larger than 
those of the extended ones.
Conclusions
As the complexity of fuzzy information increases, psychological influence can no longer be 
ignored. In this article, we propose a new algorithm to calculate the distances of q-ROFNs 
by concerning the herd mentality. Also, the different risk attitudes for gains or losses and 
the transformed weighting function of DMs in the decision-making process should be con-
sidered. Therefore, to comprehensively reflect the psychological behavior of DMs, a novel 
TODIM based on both the value function and the weighting function in PT is constructed 
to overcome the downside of a simple extension of TODIM. Moreover, in this paper, we 
develop the novel TODIM and the extended TODIM with several different types of fuzzy 
sets like IFS and PFS to show the advantages of the proposed novel TODIM with q-ROFS.
According to the case study about the pork supplier chain with the proposed index sys-
tem (PCEM) and various sample analyses including sample analysis, sensitivity analysis as 
well as simulation analysis, we conclude that the novel TODIM has been demonstrated to 
be more stable and more capable of distinguishing the middle two companies (A2) and (A4). 
Table 20. The coincident quantity of 1000 samples simulation analysis
Items Experiment The extension of classical TODIM The novel TODIM
(1) q = 1 vs q = 3 521 541
(2) q = 2 vs q = 3 774 791
(3) q = 1 vs q = 4 481 503
(4) q = 2 vs q = 4 673 692
(5) q = 1 vs q = 6 439 473
(6) q = 2 vs q = 6 578 590
Note: The results are generated under the condition with the new distance and parameter p = 1.
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The dominance degree from the novel TODIM has a larger value than the one from the 
extended one. Besides, the proximity of two fuzzy information ensures a bigger coincident 
number of decision choices. According to the comparison of the novel TODIM and the ex-
tended TOPSIS, the former one always effectively solves the ambiguity of two intermediate 
choices, and shows extraordinary abilities in resisting the influence of distance parameter. 
On the other hand, this study also provides a valuable research direction to consider 
more psychological states of DMs in both distance measure and decision-making model. 
Meanwhile, the novel TODIM can be extended to the other more complicated fuzzy en-
vironments and more perspective fuzzy environments can also be integrated into various 
methods to solve MCDM problems. Furthermore, group decision making (GDM) (Liu et al., 
2019; Pérez et al., 2010), especially the consensus problem in GDM (Del Moral et al., 2018), 
is a hot topic in recent years. Hence, the TODIM with GDM and the consensus model with 
the psychological characteristics of DMs will be considered in our future work.
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